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Product of normal space are not alway normal
#
 The first pro -
blem which I would like to po e i : 
(a) If X x Y i normal, for any normal pace Y, iэ X di cre-
te ? 
Here and in the following X and Y are aэ umed to be Hau dorff 
spaces. 
In ca e X i a k- pace (=- compactly generated space)
f
 (a) iэ 
an wered in the affirmative; becau e
f
 in thi ca e any compact subэet 




In [4] I proved that a metric pace iэ б~-locally compact if and 
only if it product with any countably paracompact normal spвce i nor-
mal and that X iз a norraal P-space if and only if X л T is normal 
for any metric space T
#
 In this connection I would like to pose the 
following problems: 
(b) If X x Y is normal for any countably paracompact normal 
space Y
f
 i X metrizable and ^"-locally compact ? 
(c) If X * ү i normal for any normal P- pace Y
f
 i X me-
trizable ? 
Since any normal P-space is countably paracomact, the affirmati-
ve anэwer to (c) (resp
#
 (b) ) for ome class W of space X 
implies the affirmative answer to (b) (re p
#
 (a) ) for the ame 
claэ e/ь of pace X
 #




 Chìba proved that the ans-




 (a) and (b) 
are answered in the affirmative in case X is eparable* Thiэ result 
for (a) haэ been obtained by M
#
 Atзuji [l] from another point of view
# 
Any pace X who e product with every normal P- pace i normal 
ha a property such that the product of a finite number of copieэ of 
X is a paracompact P-space
 #
 A paracompact M-эpace ha uch a pro-
perty and (c) i answered in the affirmative by K
#
 Chiba [2] in ca-
e X is a paracompact M-space
#
 This result, however, does not give 
297 
a new result concerning problem (a) since a paracompact M-space is 
a k-apace. 
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Addendum (November 10, 1976). Quite recently problem (a) has 
been solved in the affirmative by Mary E. Rudin on the basis of M.At-
suji [1]; cf. her forthcoming paper H K-Dowker spaces*. 
